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Given a set of positive integers, the Subset-Sum Problem is to find that subset whose sum is 
closest to, without exceeding, a given W. For this problem, we present a polynomial-time approx- 
imation scheme requiring only linear storage, and prove that its worst-case performance dominates 
that of the linear-storage approximation schemes from the literature. A modification of the 
scheme requiring linear time and space for any fixed bound E on the relative error, is also given. 
Extensive computational results on randomly generated test problems are reported. 
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1. Introduction 
Given n positive integer weights w,, w2, . . . , w, and a positive integer capacity W, 
we say that a subset S of N= { 1,2,. . . , n} is feasible whenever w(S) = Cjes Wj’ W. 
The Subset-Sum Problem (SSP) is to find a feasible subset S* such that w(S*)> 
w(S) for any feasible subset S. Such a problem, which is a particular case of the 
well-known O-l Knapsack Problem, finds many practical applications, typically in 
loading and cutting problems. SSP is known to be NP-hard (see [3]). 
We will suppose, without loss of generality, Wj< W for all je N, and w(N) > W. 
Given any instance I of SSP, defined through capacity W, set N and weights Wj 
(je N), let z*(I) = w(S*) be the value of the optimal solution to I. For any real E 
(0 <E < l), a feasible subset Sof N is said to be an &-approximate solution to instance 
I iff w(g)? (1 - e)z*(Z), i.e., iff the relative error (z*(Z) - w($))/z*(I) is bounded 
by E. An approximation scheme for SSP is an algorithm which receives two inputs 
(the instance I and the upper bound E on the relative error) and returns a feasible 
subset which is guaranteed to be an a-approximate solution to I. If, for any fixed 
E, the algorithm operates in time bounded by a polynomial in the length of the en- 
coded input, the algorithm is a polynomial-time approximation scheme. If, more- 
over, the algorithm operates in time bounded by a polynomial in l/e, it is said to 
be fully polynomial. 
Fully polynomial approximation schemes for SSP are based on scaling of the input 
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data and dynamic programming. The first algorithm of this type was presented by 
Ibarra and Kim [6]. Lawler [S] proposed an improved scheme, requiring O(n + 1 /E 3, 
time and O(n + l/c’) space (or O(n + (l/c)* log(l/c)) time and space). A different 
scheme, due to Gens and Levner [4], has time and space complexity O(n/c). All 
known fully polynomial approximation schemes for SSP require a large amount of 
space, and for relatively small values of E they become impractical. 
Two polynomial approximation schemes, both requiring O(n) space independently 
of E, have been proposed by Johnson [7], and Martello and Toth [9]. Johnson’s 
scheme has time complexity O(n r”E1 -‘), while that of Martello and Toth requires 
O(n r(2+ 1’E)‘31 ) time (see Fischetti [2]). 
For a survey and experimental analysis of approximation schemes for SSP, the 
reader is referred to Martello and Toth [lo]. 
In this paper, a new polynomial-time approximation scheme for SSP, APPROX, is 
presented, requiring linear space. 
The scheme, based on a local-search heuristic, can be sketched as follows. Set N 
is first split into BOUM, set B, containing “small” items (i.e., itemsj with wj 5 &IV). 
The set A4 of “large” items is then partitioned into q “buckets” B,, B,, . . . . Bq, 
each bucket containing items having almost-equal weight (i.e., items i, j such that 
/ wi- wjl <E W). Let S&CM be any optimal solution to the instance ZM of SSP 
defined through capacity W, item set A4 and weights Wj (REM). If the number of 
items collected by solution SG in buckets B,, B3, . . . , B, (say v;, v:, . . . , v,*) were 
known, an c-approximate solution s,,,, to instance ZM could easily be obtained as 
follows. First choose, in each bucket Bk (k= 2,3, . . . , q), the vz items with the 
smallest weight, and in B, as many items as possible. Then improve on solution sM 
by exchanging items belonging to the same bucket so as to increase the total weight 
collected without affecting feasibility. Since values VT, v;“, . . . , v: are not generally 
known, one has to try all possible values. At the end of this task, an &-approximate 
solution s;M of ZM has been found, which is finally completed by adding small items 
in a greedy way so as to obtain the required c-approximate solution to the original 
instance I. 
Section 2 gives a more detailed description of the new scheme, whose worst- 
case time complexity is analyzed in Section 3. We prove that APPROX requires 
O(min{ n21f11 - 2, n log n + @(l/c))) time, where @ is an appropriate function. We 
also present a second version, M-APPROX, of the scheme, requiring linear time and 
space for any fixed E. In Section 4 we show how the scheme can be modified SO as 
to improve its practical behaviour. The performance of the resulting algorithm, 
APPROX-2, is then experimentally compared with that of the linear-storage approx- 
imation schemes of Johnson and Martello-Toth. 
2. ALGORITHM APPROX 
A general framework for c-approximation algorithm for SSP is as follows. 
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Algorithm APPROX 
begin 
let Be :={jeN: wj<sIV}, and define M:=N\B,; 
Phase 1: 
find an a-approximate solution SM to the instance Z,,,_, defined 
through capacity W, item set M and weights Wj (REM); 
Phase 2: 
find any maximal S0 c B, such that ~(3,) + w(S,,) I W; 
return s” := S;, U go 
end. 
It can easily be shown that w(S)>(l -.s)z*(Z), i.e., that S is an c-approximate 
solution to instance I. In fact, two cases can occur: 
(i) $cB,: In this case, an item je B,\& exists such that w(S)+ Wj> W, and 
hence w(S) > (1 - E) W (since Wj’ E W); 
(ii) &= B, (possibly B, = 0): In this case, let S* be an optimal solution to in- 
stance I, and define S,* := S*flBo. Since S* \S$ is clearly a feasible solution to 
instance ZM, we have w(SM)2(1 -~).z*(Z~)?(l -&)w(S*\S$). Hence w(S)= 
~(S”,)+~(B,)>(~-E)(W(S*)-~(S~))+(~-E)W(B~)~(~-E)W(S*)=(~-~)Z*(Z). 
The more time and space consuming part of the algorithm is clearly Phase 1, since 
Phase 2 can be performed through a greedy algorithm requiring O(IB,I sn) time 
and space. Johnson [7] suggested optimally solving instance I,,,, through exhaustive 
search. Since any feasible solution to instance I,,,, cannot contain more than 
rl/&- 11 items, such a task requires O(n rl’Epll) time (and O(n) space). Better 
performances can be expected if one does not insist on optimality during Phase 1, 
as suggested in the next subsection. 
2. I. The Phase-l algorithm 
In this subsection we consider the problem, arising during Phase 1 of Algorithm 
APPROX, of finding an a-approximate solution to a given instance ZM (defined 
through capacity W, item set M= { 1,2, . . . , m} and weights Wj (REM)) for which 
Wj > E W holds for each j E M. 
Without loss of generality, we will assume wt 2 w2 L ... 1 w, . 
Partition item set M into q buckets B,, B,, . . . , B,, bucket B, containing con- 
secutive items lk, 1, + 1, . . . , rk defined through: 
r, := m; 
rk :=/k&- 1, for k=2,3,...,q; 
i!,:=min{jEM: wJ-w,,seW), for k=l,2,...,q 
(with IQ = 1). Each bucket Bk (k = 1,2,. . . , q) is defined so as to have: 
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wi-Wj~&W, for each i, jEBk, (2.1) 
(2.2) 
Wj>kCW, for each jcBk. (2.3) 
It is worth noting that, from (2.2) and (2.3), qlmin{m, [l/e- ll}. Determining 
and storing all buckets clearly requires O(m) time (plus O(m log m) time for the 
preliminary sorting), and O(m + q) = O(m) space. 
For each k= 1,2,..., q and for each integer v such that 01 v I IBk 1, let 
SMALL(k, v) := {r, - v + 1, rk - v + 2, . . . , rk} be the Set containing the v items 
of bucket Bk with smallest weight. A (q - 1)-tuple of integers (v2, v3, . . . , vq) is 
said to be proper if and only if (i) 0 9 vkl lBk I for k = 2,3, . . . , q, and (ii) 
Cz=, w(SMALL(k, vk)) 5 W. (In other words, a (q - 1)-tuple (v2, v3, . . . , vq) is proper 
when a feasible subset SC M exists such that lsn& j = vk holds for k = 2,3, . . . , q.) 
We now describe a procedure, LOCAL, which receives any proper (q - 1)-tuple 
(v,,v3,..., vq) on input, and returns a feasible subset SCM with jSnBk) = vk for 
k=2,3,..., q, and such that w(g) r W- E W, or such that w(s) 2 w(S) for each feasi- 
bleSc_Mwith~SnBk~=vkfork=2,3,..., q. The procedure is subdivided into three 
steps. At Step 1, a feasible subset s” is built-up by picking, for each bucket Bk, the 
vk items with smallest weight (k = 2,3, . . . , q). Solution 9 is then completed, at Step 
2, by collecting in B, as many items as possible. This is accomplished by iteratively 
adding into 5 the item of B1 with the next smallest weight until the insertion of one 
more item would produce infeasibility of 9, or until all items in B, have been added. 
At Step 3, current solution s” is improved on by means of the following exchange 
heuristic. Buckets are considered in turn. For each bucket B, such that vk#O we 
iteratively try exchanging the item j of B, having the next smallest weight (which 
is currently in 9) with the item i of Bk having the next largest weight (which does 
not belong to the current s”). At the end of Step 3, feasible subset s” is such that, 
for each bucket Bk with Vk#O, either two items i, jE B, exist such that w(s) - 
Wj+ wj> W, or s collects the vk items in Bk with kg& weight. 
A Pascal-like description of LOCAL follows. 
Procedure LOCAL (v,,v,,..., v,,S) 
begin 
Step 1: 
initialize s”:= Ui=, SMALL(k, vk); 
Step 2: 
comment add to s the maximum number, vi, of items belonging 
to B,; 
j := r,; 
while (w(s) + Wj I W) and (j 2 11) do 
begin s:= SU { j}; j := j- 1 end; 
v1 :=r, -j (= iSflB,l); 









comment improve solution S by means of an exchange heuristic; 
for each k~{1,2,..., q) such that Vk#O do 
begin (comment try exchanging items inside Bk) 
i:=lk;j:=rk; imax:=min{ll,+vk-l,rk-vk}; 
while i I imax do 
begin 
if W(~)-Wj+W;~Wthen S:=S\{j}U{i}; 




Proposition 2.1. For each proper (q - l)-tuple (I$ v3, . . . , _v,), Procedure LOCAL runs 
in O(min{ l/e, m}) time and returns a feasible subset S c A4 such that (i) w(S) L 
W- & W, or such that (ii) w(S) 1 w(S) for each feasible S C A4 with ISfl B, / = vk for 
k=2,3 ,..., q. 
Proof. Time complexity follows from inequality ISI = Ci= 1 vks min{ l/E, m} (recall 
Wj > E W for all j E M, and note that, during Step 3, no more than vk exchanges in- 
side each Bk are possible). Solution Sis clearly feasible. If at some iteration during 
the execution of lines 9-13 condition at line 12 is not satisfied, two items i, j 
belonging to the same bucket exist such that w(S) - Wj+ Wi> W. Hence we have 
w(S) > W-E W(from (2. l)), and then condition(i) holds. Otherwise subset Scollects, 
for each k= 1,2, . . . . q, the vk items in Bk with largest weight. Now, let SCM be any 
feasible subset such that ISII B, I= vk for k = 2,3, . . . , q, and note that, by construc- 
tion, jSll B1 I 5 v1 (since at the beginning of Step 2 we clearly have w(S) 5 w(S \ B,)). 
Hence w(S)= Ci=, W(&?&)L cfEl W(sn&)= w(S), i.e., condition (ii) holds. 
q 
Procedure LOCAL can be exploited to find an &-approximate solution to instance 
Z, as follows. 
Algorithm PHASE-I 
begin 
1 sort the items of A4 and determine buckets B,, B,, . . . , B,; 
2 initialize S := 0; 
3 for each proper (q- 1)-tuple (v2, v3, . . . , vq) do 
begin 
4 LOCAL(V2,V3,..., V,,s); 
5 if w(s) > w(s) then s^ := s 
end; 
6 return S 
end. 
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Proposition 2.2. Algorithm PHASE-I returns a feasible subset s^ c M such that (a) 
w(s) > W-E W, or such that (b) w(s) =z,*(I,+,). 
Proof. Solution s^ is clearly feasible, since only proper (q- I)-tuples (vz, v3, . . . , vq) 
are considered, and procedure LOCAL guarantees feasibility on such a hypothesis 
(see Proposition 2.1). Let S* c M be an optimal solution to instance IM. Define the 
corresponding proper (v,* VT, . . . , v,*)=(IS*nB,j, JS*nB31, . . . . /S*nB,l), and let S’ 
be the feasible set returned by Procedure LOCAL when the input (q- 1)-tuple was 
($9 $9 . . . , v,*). Clearly w(s) 2 w(S’); from Proposition 2.1 we have either w(S’) > 
W--E W (hence condition (a) holds), or w(S’)r w(S*) (hence condition (b) 
holds). 0 
Corollary 2.3. Algorithm PHASE-I returns an &-approximate solution s^ to instance 
L&l. 
3. Worst-case time complexity of Algorithm APPROX 
In this section two upper bounds on the time complexity of Algorithm PHASE-I 
(and hence of the overall algorithm APPROX) are given. 
3.1. A first upper bound on time complexity 
Proposition 3.1. Let NP be the number of proper (q- 1)-tupies (v,, v3, . . . , vq) con- 
sidered at line 3 of Algorithm PHASE-I. For any integer hr2, we have NP<ma, 
where a= h + rl/(h&)j - 3. 
Proof. Let h z 2 be any integer, and for each pair of integers (a, 6) define NP(a, 6) as 
the maximum number of proper (q - 1)-tuples (vz, v3, . . . , vq) satisfying vk = 0 for all 
kE{a,a+l,..., b)n{2,3 ,..., q}. Clearly, given any proper (q - I)-tuple (vz, v3, . . . , v,), 
both (q - I)-tuples (y, v3, . . . , vh- i, 0, . . . ,O) and (0, . . . ,0, vh, . . . , vq) are proper (while 
the opposite is not generally true). Hence NP <NP(h, q). NP(2, h - l), where 
NP(h,q)<mhp2 (since vkl IB, 1s m - 1 for each proper (v,, v3, . . . , vs) and for each 
k=2,3,..., h - 1). As for NP(2, h - l), its value cannot exceed the maximum 
number, say Mh , of the feasible subsets S of B,, U B,,+ 1 U ... U B, (indeed, generally 
NP(2, h - 1) 4Mh, since many different feasible subsets S c B, U B, + 1 U ... U B,--all 
collecting the same number of items in buckets Bt,, B,, I, . . . , B,-are mapped into 
the single proper (0 ,..., O,vh ,..., v,)=(ISnB21 ,..., ISnBh_ll,lSnBhl ,..., ISnB,l)). 
But each such feasible subset S has cardinality not greater than rl/(he) - 11 
(recall wi> he W for each Jo BhUBh+, U.--UB,), and then NP(2,h- l)<M,s 
mr”@-‘l. Hence NP<mh-’ . mr”(hs)-ll holds for any integer h 22. 0 
We can now give an upper bound on the worst-case time complexity of Algorithm 
PHASE-l. 
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Proposition 3.2. Algorithm PHASE-I runs in 0(rn21f11 -2) time. 
Proof. Line 1 of the algorithm requires O(m log m) time. Lines 4-5 are executed NP 
times. From Proposition 3.1, and choosing h = rl/1/El> 2, we have NP 5 ma, where 
a+vil+ ri&a -3+mj+ 1 1 1 i 1 &fl -3=2rflj-3. 
The thesis follows, since each execution of lines 4-5 requires at most O(m) time (see 
Proposition 2.1). 0 
Corollary 3.3. Algorithm APPROX runs in 0(n2rvm1 -2) time. 
When a high accuracy l/e is required, the given bound on time complexity of 
APPROX favourably compares with those of the previous linear-space approximation 
schemes for SSP. In fact, the O(nS) algorithms of Johnson and Martello-Toth 
guarantee accuracies l/a = s + 1 and l/a = 3s - 2, respectively, while the new approach 
guarantees l/a 2 +(s+ 2)2 with the same time complexity. Hence, our scheme en- 
sures greater accuracy for s>6, while the Martello-Toth method appears to be 
slightly superior for s<6. However, the analysis of Algorithm APPROX given in 
Corollary 3.3 is intended to emphasize its asymptotic behaviour in l/a, rather than 
in n. A different analysis, tighter when l/&+n, is given in the next subsection, show- 
ing the new approach dominates the others also for small accuracies. 
3.2. A second upper bound on time complexity 
In this section we aim to determine an evaluation of NP (the number of proper 
(q - I)-tuples (v,, v3, . . . , vq) considered by Algorithm PHASE-~) which is sharper when 
l/&en. To this end we note that, since wj>he Wholds for eachjEBh (h=2,3, . . ..q). 
a (q - I)-tuple (v2, v3, . . . , vq) can be proper only if Ciz2vh(h&W)< W, i.e., only 
if C;=,v,hIrl/&-11. Now, for any kE{2,3,...,q} and for any integer 
(T 5 r 1 /E - 11, define D(k, o) as the number of (k - 1)-tuples (v,, v3, . . . , vk) satisfying 
Cz=,v,,h~aand having ~~20 for h=2,3,...,k. Therefore, NPID(q,rl/&-11). 
Proposition 3.4. For each k = 2,3, . . . , q and for each integer 0~ [l/E - 11, value 
D(k, o) can be computed through recursion: 
0, if a<O, 
D(k, a) = L+oj + 1, if or0 and k=2, 
D(k- 1,~) + D(k, o- k), otherwise. 
Proof. Clearly, D(k, a) = 0 when (T< 0, while D(2,g) = L+o] + 1 for any 02 0. 
As for the value D(k, CT) in the general case, we have exactly D(k - 1, a) (k - l)- 
tuples (v,, vs, . . . , vk) with vk=O, and exactly D(k, o- k) with vk? 1 (in fact, for 
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each (v2, v3, . . . , vk) with J$=2~hh~o and vkzl there exists a (v;,v;,...,vi)= 
(v29 v3, . . * , ~~-1) such that C~=,v~h<a-k and v;rO, and vice versa). q 
Corollary 3.6. Algorithm APPROX runs in 0(min{n2r~‘-2,n log n + @(l/c))) time, 
and3 re_ouSres Qjn> SDnce. 
Table 1 gives a sample of the growth of D(rl/~- 11, rl/&- 11) and @(l/c) with 
l/E. 
For small values of l/e, comparing the performances of the Martello-Toth 
scheme with those of the new approach shows the latter much faster. For instance, 
the Martello-Toth scheme takes 0(n4) time to guarantee accuracy l/c = 10, while 
the same result is achieved in O(n log n + 300) time through the new approach. 
3.3. Improving the asymptotic behaviour in n of APPROX 
Analysis of the previous subsection shows that, for any fixed E, Algorithm 
API u5K ~z~vs~&C&&~ r<$ui& a<~ log n$ ti+zi<, fXv_ v3sis-k +-sic v2ssmki~ +itsk of 
the whole algorithm being (when l/can) the sorting of the large items required 
during Phase 1. In order to avoid a full sorting we note that, for each bucket Bk 
(k=:;2;...,& zlnly, ?hc -7y’ic itees with the sinzil~est- -weight7 a& the- + witir tinz 
Table 1. Growth of D(rl/&- ll,rl/&- 11) and @(I/E) with I/E. 
l/E D(rl/E- 11, [l/E- 11) @(l/E) 
3 2 6 
4 3 12 
5 5 25 
6 I 42 
7 11 II 
8 15 120 
9 22 198 
10 30 300 
20 490 9800 
30 4565 136950 
40 31185 1247400 
50 173525 8676250 
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largest weight are explicitly considered by the algorithm. Since vk< l/(/c&), we need 
to determine and sort only the L ~/(/GE) J smallest and the L l/(&)1 largest items 
belonging to each B,. 
Consider then the following alternative bucket definition (compare with that of 
Section 2.1): 
B,={jEM:k&W<wjI(k+l)EW}, k=l,2,...,q, 
where q= [l/s- 11 (possibly B,=0 for some k). It is easy to see that the analysis 
given in the preceding subsections is not affected by this change, since conditions 
(2.1) and (2.3) remain satisfied. The only difference is space complexity: Because 
of the possibility of empty buckets, condition (2.2) is no longer assured, and then 
space complexity of Algorithm PHASE-I becomes O(m + l/a). However, the new 
definition allows determination of all buckets B,, B,, . . . , B, within linear time: 
Initialize first q empty buckets, and then insert in turn each item in the appropriate 
bucket. 
For each k-1,2,..., q, selecting the /_l/(ke)l items of B, with the smallest and 
largest weight requires O(jB, I) time by exploiting linear partial-sorting procedures 
based on median-finding techniques (see Blum, Floyd, Pratt, Rivest and Tarjan [ 11). 
Hence we can select all the items to be considered with overall Cp=, O(IBk I) = O(m) 
time complexity. 
Sorting the selected items now takes O(l/e(log l/e)‘) time, since there are at 
most 21~ log,(l/e) such items. In fact, at most 2/(ke) items are collected in Bk 
(k= 1,2, . ..) q); so we can collect at most 2/e items in B, , at most 2( l/(2&) + l/(3&)) < 
2(2. 1/(2&))=2/& items in B,UB,, at most 2(1/(4&)+ l/(5&)+ l/(6&)+ l/(7&))< 
2(4 - l/(4&)) = 2/c items in B, U B, U B, U B,, and so on. 
Hence, Algorithm PHASE-I with the above changes requires O(m) time to deter- 
mine the buckets, plus O(m) time to select the items to be considered, plus 
O(l/&(log l/c)‘) time to sort the selected items, plus 0($(1/e)) time for execution 
of lines 3-5. Space complexity is O(m + l/a). Therefore we have the following: 
Proposition 3.7. Algorithm M-APPROX (i.e., Algorithm APPROX with modified 
Phase 1) takes O(n + l/a(log 11~)~ + @(l/c)) time and O(n + l/e) space. 
So, for any fixed E both space and time complexity are linear. 
4. Computational analysis 
In this section we first show how Algorithm APPROX can be modified so as to im- 
prove its practical behaviour. The performance of the resulting algorithm, APPROX-2, 
is then experimentally compared with that of the linear-storage approximation 
schemes of Johnson and Martello-Toth. 
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4.1. Improving the accuracy in practice: Algorithm APPROX-2 
We observe that many items in A4 are completely neglected by Procedure LOCAL, 
as well as all the “small” items of BO. Since these items could clearly be useful to 
obtain more accurate approximate solutions, one can expect a better practical ac- 
curacy of the overall algorithm if LOCAL is modified so as to exploit all the available 
items. 
Assume that all the items in N are sorted so as to have w, L w22 ... 2 w,. 
Define buckets B, := { jk, 1, + 1, . . . , rk} (k = 1,2, . . . , q) as in Section 2.1. In addition, 
since subset BO will be viewed as a bucket, define r, := n, lO :=rl + 1 (so, B,= 
{~0,&l+ l,..., rO}), and for each integer v with 05 vc lB,l, let SMALL(0, v) := 
{r,-v+l,r,-v+2,..., rO} be the set containing the v items of BO with smallest 
weight. 
Procedure LOCAL-2, the modified version of LOCAL we now propose, is subdivided 
into three steps. At Step 1 a feasible subset s^ is built-up by picking, for each bucket 
B,, the vk items with smallest weight (k= 2,3, . . . , q). Solution s” is completed at 
Step 2 by collecting, first in B, and then in B,, as many items as possible. At Step 
3, current solution sis improved on by means of the following enhanced exchange 
heuristic. Buckets are considered in sequence. For each bucket Bk with vk#O 
(k=O,l,..., q), let i,i+l,..., j be the sequence of consecutive items of Bk which 
currently belong to $ (initially, j = rk and i = rk - vk + 1). We iteratively “shift” this 
sequence by inserting item i - 1 in the solution, and removing the item h having the 
smallest weight which produces a feasible subset g. The sequence of consecutive 
items i-l i 3 ,-*., h-l now belongs to f. So we set i:=i-1, j:=h-1, and repeat 
until i = lk or i > j. 
A Pascal-like description of LOCAL-~ follows. 
Procedure LOCAL-~ (v2,v3,..., vq, Q 
begin 
Step 1: 
initialize s”:= uff-=2 SMALL@, vk); 
Step 2: 
comment add to s the maximum number, vi, of items belonging 
to B,; 
let vt :=max{vl IBII: w(s)+ w(SMALL(l,v))l IV}, and set 
S:= SuSMALL(1, ~~1; 
comment add to s” the maximum number, vO, of items belonging 
to B,; 
let v,, :=max{v~ IBOl: w(g)+ w(SMALL(0, V))I IV}, and set 
3 := SU SMALL(0, v,,); 
Step 3: 
comment improve solution s by means of an enhanced exchange 
heuristic; 











for each k :=O, 1, . . . . q such that vk #0 do 
begin (comment try exchanging items inside Bk) 
j:=r,; i:=r,-v,+l; 
while (i>l,) and (isj) do 
begin (comment items i, i + 1, . . . , j are in the current $) 
S:=SU{i- l}; h :=j; 
while w($ - wh > W do 






Notice that at the end of each execution of lines 9-16, two cases can occur: 
(i) i =j - vk + 1: In this case, i = lk (see line lo), and then s” contains the vk items 
co5 B, with Sarg es1 w e&M; 
(ii) i#j- vk+ 1: In this case, line 14 has been executed at least once. After the 
SdX+XCCOYii~ tT3XWki1 Of Ei& ‘15, ?~Cin h t ‘1 6 +il Ifit z’Cii1~1I S, Wkiik ikTf~ A ba3 beef1 
removed; this implies that w(s) + wh - wh+ 1 > W currently holds, with 
w, - w,, + I< &Fv. HeII&? f’@) > (1 - &) TV. 
An overall approximate algorithm, APPROX-2, is then as follows: 
Algorithm APPROX-2 
begin 
sort the items of N and determine buckets Be, B,, . . . , B,; 
initialize s^ := 0; 
for each proper (q - 1)-tuple (vz, v3,. . . , vq) do 
begin 
LOCAL-2(V2, V3,..., I’$); 




It is easy to see that APPROX-2 returns an &-approximate solution s^C N to the 
original instance I. In fact, let S* c_N be any optimal solution to I, and define v,*= 
lS*n& for k=O,l,..., q. Consider the execution of Procedure LOCAL-~ when the 
input proper (q - 1)-tuple was (v2*, v:, . . . , v,*), and let 9 be the feasible subset return- 
ed. Clearly, the final set s^ computed by APPROXJ satisfies w(g) 2 w(s). If value v. 
computed at line 5 of LOCAL-~ is less than jBol, an item Jo B. exists such that 
w(s) + wJ > W, with WjSE WY hence w(s) > (1 -E) W. Otherwise, vo = IBol 1 vt, 
while v, 5: VT by construction. If, after any execution of lines 9-16, case (ii) above 
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occurs, w(s) > (1 - E) I+‘. Otherwise s’ collects in each bucket Bk (k = 41, . . . , q) the 
vk items with largest weight, where vkzv,* for each k, and hence w(g)? w(S*) 
(i.e., w(S) =z*(1)). 
Each execution of procedure LOCAL-~ clearly takes O(n) time, so APPROX-2 runs 
in 0(min{n2rm1 -2 ,nlogn+n.D(rl/&-ll,rl/&-11))) time (compare with 
Corollary 3.6). Space complexity remains O(n). 
4.2. Computational results 
In this section we experimentally compare the average performances of the 
following linear storage e-approximation algorithms for SSP: 
l JE: Johnson’s algorithm [7], requiring O(n log n + n 11”’ - ‘) time; 
l GE: Martello and Toth’s algorithm [93, requiring O(n log n + n) time if E = 3, 
O(nlogn+n X* + 1’E)‘31 ) time otherwise; 
l A’: Algorithm APPROX-2, requiring O(min{n2 rml -2, n log n + n. 
D(rlh- 11, rlh- ll)}) time. 
In addition, we consider a fourth algorithm, P’, obtained from A’ as follows. 
After the preliminary sorting of items, a preprocessing phase is applied which fixes 
in the solution items 1,2, . . . , h - 1, where h is the minimum index in N such that 
z:c; Wj” Wand wh 2(x( W- ~~~~ wj), and a is heuristically set to 0.5. Algorithm 
A’ is then applied to the residual instance defined through capacity w’= W- Clz: Wj, 
item set N’= {h,h+ 1, . . . . n} and weights Wj (j EN’), obtaining feasible solution 
S’c N’. If ~~~~ Wj + w(S’) 1 (1 - E) W, the requested performance has been obtain- 
ed, and execution stops; otherwise, algorithm A’ is applied to the original instance, 
The preprocessing phase has been introduced so as to avoid, when w, Q W and for 
small values of accuracy l/e, an excessively small number of buckets. The worst- 
case time complexity of algorithm PE is clearly the same as that of algorithm A’ 
above, since the preprocessing phase requires O(n) time. 
Algorithms A’ and PE were coded in Fortran IV; as for algorithms JE and GE, 
we used Martello and Toth’s Fortran codes [lo]. In all the implementations, execu- 
tion is stopped as soon as a solution of value W is found. Initial sorting was per- 
formed through Hoare’s QUICKSORT algorithm [5], as developed by Singleton [ll]. 
Four different classes of randomly generated test problems were considered: 
(A) Wj uniformly random in (1, 105), W=3. 105; 
(B) Wj uniformly random in (104, 105), W= 3 - 105; 
(C) Wj uniformly random in (1, 105), W= 3 Cy=, Wj; 
(D) Wj uniformly random in (2, 103) and even, W=n. 103/4+ 1. 
Problems (A), (C) and (D) are from Martello and Toth [lo]; problems (B) are 
generated so as to avoid “small” items. For problems (D), no solution of value W 
exists. 
We considered five values of n (50,100,250,500,1000). For each pair (type of pro- 
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Table 2. Problems (A): wj uniformly random in (1, 105), W=3. 105. Average per- 
centage errors (average computing times) over ten instances. 
blem, number n of items) we generated ten problems, and solved them through 
algorithms 5’/2, 5’/4, 5’/7, G’/2, GI/4, G’/‘, A’/‘, A’/‘O, A l/20, p1/7, p’/‘O and 
P1’20 (because of their excessively high worst-case time complexity, algorithms 
J l/10 , J l/20 , G”” and G1’20 were not run). 
Tables 2, 3,4 and 5 give the results for problems (A), (B), (C) and (D), respective- 
ly. Each table has two types of entries: average percentage errors and, in brackets, 
average running times. The percentage errors were computed with respect to the 
upper bound W for problems (A), (B) and (C), and with respect to the upper bound 
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Table 3. Problems (B): wj uniformly random in (104, 105), W= 3. 10’. Average per- 
centage errors (average computing times) over ten instances. 
W- 1 for problems (D). When all ten problems were exactly solved by an algorithm, 
the corresponding error entry is “exact” (entry 0.0000 means that the average 
percentage error was less than 0.00005). Average running times are in digital VAX 
1 l/780 seconds, and do not include the time spent for the initial sorting, which is 
required by all the algorithms we compared (this time is given in the first row of 
each table). 
Computational results show that all the algorithms have average performance 
much better than their worst case performance. 
For problems (A) and (B), algorithms J”‘, G”4, G”‘, A 1’2o, P”” and P”2o all 
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Table 4. Problems (C): wJ uniformly random in (1, 105), W=$Cr=, Wj. Average 
percentage errors (average computing times) over ten instances. 
gave very small percentage errors. Algorithm 5”’ was very time consuming. Algo- 
rithms G”4 and G “’ took approximately twice the time spent on initial sorting, 
while algorithms A 1’2o, P”” and P”*’ required roughly one half-one fifth of such 
time. 
For problems (C), the most precise algorithms were G1’4, G “‘, P"', P"" and 
P "2o (algorithms A “‘, A “lo and A “*O did not lead to comparable accuracy, due 
to the low probability of having large items with this class of problems). Algorithms 
G 1’4 and G “’ required approximately l-2 times the sorting time, while algorithms 
P l/7 , pl/lO and p1/20 roughly one half-one fifth. 
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Table 5. Problems (D): wj uniformly random in (2, 103) and even, W=n. 103/4+ 1. 
Average percentage errors (average computing times) over ten instances. 
For problems (D), algorithms G”7, P1’7, P1’lo and P1’2o always found the op- 
timal solution, while algorithm G1’4 failed only for n = 50. Algorithm G “’ required 
a very long computing time, while algorithms P1’7, P”” and P1’20 were much 
faster (P1’7 and P1’lo took one half-one fourth the time for sorting). 
The results show that algorithms P”” and P1’20 lead to very small average 
percentage error and computing times. Since the most time consuming part of these 
two algorithms is generally the preliminary sorting, it may be interesting to avoid 
having it complete. To this end, Martello and Toth [lo] successfully applied the 
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following strategy. Only a small subset of items is first sorted, and algorithm GE 
(with E = t, $ or t) is run over the corresponding “core” subproblem (the solution 
for the remaining items being fixed “a priori”). At the end of this stage, if the 
required precision is not attained, algorithm G” is applied to all the items. The 
computational results reported by them show that this approach yields a very small 
loss in average accuracy, and a significant saving in computing time. Hence one can 
expect even better performance if algorithm PE (with E = $ or &) is used instead of 
GE, since the first was proved as precise but much faster than the latter. 
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